Hybrid: A Fox-Shifter Romance (The Hidden Alpha Book 3)

The complete, cliffhanger-free edition is
available
here:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01B
5DWQQ6 A Fox-Shifter Romance -Book Three of Three Amelia is pregnant
Roman is dying Seth is obsessed with
finding the ones who killed Amelias
parents Blake is about to become the main
Inari of Clan Sylfur, and shes frightened.
Could things get any worse than this? Short
answer: yes. Jonathan Redfur has no
intention of stepping down and allowing
Romans heir to take over his position as
fox councilor. He knows Romans brothers
will support him if he tells them about his
plan. Besides, the young Inari should be
easy enough to challenge. What he doesnt
expect is for Blake to have the same
number of tails as Roman and be even
wiser than him. No matter hell find another
way.
When the fox-shifters assassins
guild is brought into play, Amelia realizes
shes in danger of losing both her best
friend and the man she loves. She feels
helpless, useless What can a shifter bride
do when such powerful forces rise against
each other? She has yet to discover the key
to everything is within herself and her
child. This is the third book in The Hidden
Alpha completed trilogy. It is NOT a
standalone. It contains explicit language
and sizzling hot scenes that might set your
Kindle on fire. Intended for readers 18+.
Approximate word count: 24,000 words
This is Amelias story and it is a sequel to
Sold to the Alpha: A BBW Wolf-Shifter
Romance. Even if the trilogy can be read as
a standalone, it is highly recommended that
you start with Sold to the Alpha to get
familiar with the universe and better
understand the characters and their
backgrounds. Find the book here:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B014
GFMV4C
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Secret Chemistry (Shifters Book 1) - Kindle edition by Chris T. Kat. discovers his mate is Jay, a male fox-wolf hybrid
ten years his junior, it shocks him, to say the least. Books in Shifters (2 Book Series) . The side characters help lighten
situations and alleviate super alpha troupe moments. 3 people found this helpful.Rate this book. Clear rating 121
Reviews. Go under the kilt with this boxed set of shifter romances! Contains new stories by bestelling authors such as
Michelle Fox, Selena Kitt, Tabitha Connall and more! like 3 years ago Add your answer . Her Scottish Alpha by
Tabitha Conall - Hidden Secrets.A USA Today & NY Times bestselling author, Michelle Fox lives in the 17,666 books
4,954 friends She loves fantasy and romance, which makes writing paranormal romance a natural fit. 3.65 avg rating
980 ratings published 2014 3 editions The Alphas Mate (Huntsville Pack, #1) Sequel to Bring Her Wolf[Siren
Everlasting Classic ManLove: Erotic Alternative Paranormal Romance, M/M, When he stumbles across wolf shifter
territory, the young fox is forced into hiding. Avanti by Lynn Hagen Alexs Secret by Lynn Hagen Alexis King by Lynn
. Shelves: 3-75-stars, paranormal, part-of-a-series, read-this-one-again, shifter.Editorial Reviews. From the Author.
NEWSLETTER SIGN-UP Copy and paste the following into The Hidden Alpha: A Fox-Shifter Romance (Alma Venus
Shifter-Brides Book 2) - Kindle edition by Cara Wylde. I loved reading all 3 installments, waiting for the next to be
released, even with the cliffhangers at the ends butThe Hybrid Alphas Baby (Dragons of Cinderhollow Book 1) (220
pages) . Alpha Principal: A Wolf Shifter Mpreg Romance (Wishing On Love Book 6) (258 pages) .. All 3 are standalone
stories with steamy scenes, HEA endings, and no . Alphas Secret Baby: M/M Gay Shifter Mpreg Romance (Alphas
Fated Mates BookFur Foxs Sake has 488 ratings and 97 reviews. In the second novel from bestselling author Milly
Taidens Shifters Undercover #ReadPOC: List of Romance Books by Authors of Color . All they need in the mix is a
case that everyone and their mama is watching .. previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 next Hidden Secrets.Unbearable: Bear
Brothers Mpreg Romance Book 3 (152 pages) Sent on a mission to secure resources for their bear pack, alpha shifters
Julian and Hugh are .. Under His Control: Hybrid Heat Mpreg Romance Book Two (181 pages) .. Dallass bear wont let
him forget the omega fox that was iso mischievous and soEditorial Reviews. From the Author. NEWSLETTER
SIGN-UP Copy and paste the following into Book 1 of 4 in Alma Venus Shifter-Brides (4 Book Series) . 2. The Hidden
Alpha: A Fox-Shifter Romance .. This is not a fairy tale but political dealings at best with love and sacrifice in the mix.
Published 3 months ago.1037 books based on 1410 votes: Change of Heart by Mary Calmes, With Caution by J.L.
Langley, Without Reservations by J.L. Langley, Duck! by Kim Dare, T Rate this book Michelle Fox (Goodreads
Author), Catherine Vale - Touch Of Alpha .. Publication Date: 3/16/2015 Alphas Gone Wild is a great mix of
shapeshifter romancessexy first love to red . Hidden Secrets. 247 books based on 376 votes: A Hunger Like No Other
by Kresley Cole, Feral Sins by Suzanne Romance novels featuring characters that can shift into wolves or have wolf
characteristics. .. Hidden Destiny (Redwood Pack, #5) by . Fair Game (Alpha & Omega, #3) . Michelle Fox (Goodreads
Author). 148 books based on 132 votes: Carnal by Victoria Danann, The Rise of the heroines who are a mix of two
supernatural species: Vampire/Wolf Shifter, 3. Beast Behaving Badly (Pride Beast Behaving Badly (Pride, #5) .
Michelle Fox (Goodreads Author) . The Alpha Meets His Match (Shifters Inc., #1)Once Upon a Shifter contains ten
sexy, steamy and fun romance shifter novellas 1. Bought by the Billionbear by Zoe Chant 2. Bearly Breathing by Kim
Fox 3. Midnight Moonrising by K.S. Haigwood and Anne Conley (full length novel!) .. A nice mix of authors, but I was
pretty burned out on bear shifters by the end of theSecret Chemistry has 305 ratings and 57 reviews. 741 books 960
voters . just 3 years old when they first meet (awwww - I can stand babies in my books when they are in shifted form
*heh*) (the other is 13). . His father, Ralf, is the alpha of their pack. . He tracks the scent to a young hybrid
wolf-fox-shifter named Jay.
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